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I 

Preface 

The aim of this work is to compare the post-Heideggerian philosophy or the Jewish 

thinker Emmanuel Levil1as with the theolugy o.i the Person d<O:veloped the (rreek 

Fathers of the tl1ird to seventh century. Ho•cie';er this theme will not be de>.'eloped 

as a strict comparison - the historical problems inherent in such a project will not 

be specifically addressed, neither will the apparent difficulties involved in 

comparing philosophy with theology be solveC.. The purpose is not to contrast the 

relative merits and failings of ideas which are 'worlds' apart, but rather to 

'suspend' the:: preconceptions 'tlhich would arise in such a 'strict' cmnparison, and see 

if the same reality is being spoken of despite the different languages and different 

traditions. To immerse ourselves in their [feltanschauungen, to a.llm1 a web of ideas 

to be spun around us, whilst not being the method of a strict comparison requires a 

strictness in approach, a disciplined reading. 

Whatever and however we may try to think, we think 
tradition. Tradition prevails when it frees us from 
thinking forward, which is no longer a planning. 

within the sphere or 
thinking back to a 

Only >-1hen we turn thoughtfully t01~ard wha.t has already 
we be turned to use for 11hat must still be thought. 1 

been thought, will 
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But to hear a God not con t.::nnlnated 
by Being is a human possibility no 
less impor-cant and no less 
precarious than to bring Being out 
of the:: oblivion in 1-1hich it is said 
to have fallen in onto-theolozv.' 

UJ 

In these da:rs of tl1e 'death oi God', 'man has risen up ilHO 1.:he I -ness of the 

cogir.o. Through this uprising, all -chat is is transfonned into object.·~ Coincidence 

•·ritLt oneself in consciousness, self-consciousness, is the ego's subjectivity. In this 

nostalgic narcissism reality is reduced to congruence vii th the thought that thinks 

it, and similarly thought is confined to the presence of beings. Han has no 

vocation proper to him, he remains the shepherd ot being l'>'hich rises up and takes 

D.old of him. 

'All respect :I or the "mystery of man" is henceforth denounced as ignorance and 
oppression. "To speak nobly o:I the human in man, to conceive the humanity in 
man, is to quickly come to a discourse that is untenable and undeniably more 
repugnant than all the nihilist vulgarities.":; 

1: He:l.degger and the Priority of Ontology 

From his e::trliest works Heidegger aimed to 'raise anew the quesr.ion o[ 

jneaning of Being' 1 
j the forgotten question of philosophy. For Heidegger 

the 

t.he 

difference betHeen Being and beings, the ontological difference, is the area in which 

Westel'n philosophical thinking, metaphysics, is situated . .:: In thinking of Being, 

metaphysics has thought of the Being of beings as 'the ground-giving unity of what 

is most general' and as 'the unity of all that accounts for the ground, that is, of 

the All Highest; •c:.; metaphysics has thus been, since the Greeks, both ontology and 

theology. Being as ground Clogos) can only be fully thought out when the ground is 

the primal ground, the metaphysical concept of God as causa sui. Yet Being as that 

which grounds, in a reciprocal action must be accounted for by that which it grounds. 

Thus both ontology and theology are intrinsically tied together and reveal the 

essential constitution of metaphysics as onto-theology. 

While metaphysics has been concerned with Being as the ground of beings, it never 

sees the ontological difference as di.Lference; oblivion belongs intrinsically to this 

difference: 'the oblivion here to be thought is the veiling o:t the difference as such, 
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thou;:;:;ht in terms of let.he !.concealment); this veiling has in turn Vlithdra\·m itseli 

from t:he beginning'. ' fhe move forward Heidegger aims to make in his 'conversation' 

with the his tor; of philosophy is via a 'step back' to the essential nature of 

illetaphysics, the realm of un-concealment: - a-lethia - 'the realm which until now has 

been skipped over'.'3 From speaking of the unthought, the ontological difference, 

Heidegger turns to what gives us thought, the origin of the unity of ontology and 

theology, and to 'the diiference oi the differentiated •t~hich this unity unifies·.·~· 

In 'T:ue Onto-theolo,sical Consi:i tution of l•fei:aphysics' Heidegger characterizes the 

ontological difference as the difference betv1een 'oven.;helming' and 'arrival'. 'Being 

, .. comes unconcealingly over Cthat) l'fhich arrives as something of itself unconcealed 

only by that coming-over'; 7 Being reaches beincrs 
0 in an overcoming, al1vays by 

sur-prise. Arrival is 'to keep concealed in unconcealedness to be a being';'" 

Being ah1ays 'arrives' in a specific determination, in a being. This difference 

grants a 'beh1een' in Vihich overwhelming and arrival 'are borne away :irom and to•t~ard 

each other'.=' The 'betvieen' is the bearing of difference o:i Being and beings 1 the 

'unconcealing keeping in concealment' 1 1 u as 'perdurance'. In that Being becomes 

present as the Being o:i beings, that is, as difference, perduration 1 'Being grounds 

beings, and beings, as what is roost of all, account for Being. One comes over t:he 

other, one arrives in the other'. 1 1 Having attempted to step out of the oblivion of 

difference, Heidegger describes the essential constitution of metaphysics as the 

essential unity of ontology and theology by virtue of the unifying unity of 

perdurance. 

In thinking o:i di1ference as unconcealing and concealing, Heideqqer reconceives 
uu 

the traditional concept:s of transcendence and presence as transition and arrival. 12 

Transcendence is the 'overwhelming' of beings by Being. Thus in answer to the 

question 'how does the deity enter into philosophy?' Cwhich it has done everywhere in 

the historical unfolding of philosophy>, Heidegger ansv1ers that it is through the 

perdurance 1-1hich 'results in and gives Being as the generative ground' Due to 

the essential unity of ontology and theology, this ultimate ground needs to be 

accounted for by that for which it accounts. Hence the deity enters into philosophy 

as the causa sui. This is not the God before whom man 'falls to his knees in awe','-~ 

but the god of philosophy. To approach the divine God requires the abandonment of 

philosophy's deity in preference for 'god-less thinking'. 1 5 But both this god-less 

thinking, theology proper as an expression of the Christian faith, as well as the 
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theolo:sy of philosophy, the theology of metaphysics as onto-theology, 'today rather 

remain silent abouc:; God v;hen ... speaking in the rea.lm of thinking.'''"· 

That such faith must remain silent when speaking in the realm o! thinking, the 

dichotomy between faith and reason, is to demand that every discourse justify itself 

before philosophy, a dichotomy accepted by 'rational' theology in its preservation of 

the domain of faith acknowledged to be philosophically unverifiable. The hegemony of 

the 'ultimate and royal discourse' is due to philosophy's assumption that the being 

of reality and the thought that thinl~s this reality coincide, an assumption that 

confines thou,sh t to ontology, to speak in the dii'fet·ence between Being and beings, 

and makes any meta-ontological consideration, beyond being, nonsensical. Thought is 

restricted to "being's move", while the role of the being of reality is 'to illuminate 

thought and the conceived by showing itself','" a dymanic role revealing the energy 

of "being's move"; meaning is illumination by manifestation. 

2: The Breakup of Consciousness 

The restriction of language to "being's move" reveals the problems of Heidegger's 

discussion of God and transcendence, addressed by Levinas in his article 'God and 

Philosophy'. If philosophical discourse encompasses all meaningful talk, then 

philosophy can also speak or: God, if He has a meaning. 'lhen God is raised in this 

discourse, He is immediately conceived within "being's move", as the entity par 

excellence, the causa sui of onto-theology. But the Biblical God is the transcendent 

God who signifies beyond being. To assert that the 'divine God' of whom Heidegger 

does not speak, has no meaning, or rather as rational theology would have it, that 

God and the transcendence of God belongs to faith, outside the 'realm of thinking', is 

to a'.:::cept the delimitation of meaning which philosophy as onto-theology assumes, to 

regard as unintelligible that which the Bible puts above all comprehension.' Thus 

whilst Heidegger sees the history of philosophy as the destining or Being in 

oblivion, Levinas can see it as essentially having been the history, including 

Heidegger, of the 'destruction of transcendence'.~ 

The problem thus arived at is whether meaning as understood by philosophy is not 

already derivative of original meaning, and as such a restriction of meaning. 
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Ve must ask if beyond the intelligibility and rationalism of identity, 
consciousness, the present, and being - beyond the intelligibility OI immanence 

the signifyingness, rat1onali ty and ra1:ionalism of transcendence ace not 
undecstood. :: 

In looking to the pre-opening of the ontico-ontological difference Levinas 1s looking 

for a meaning whose priocit:1 is antecedent to being itself. To be able -co talk of 

God in a rational discourse, -r:D speak with a mean in;.; prior to the meaning bestowed 

b:/ "beirc;;s 's move" and thus to evade a relapse into the language of being, is perhaps 

the only alternative to the opposition bet',,reen 1:he God of the Bible, 'invokE:d in faith 

without philosophy,·~ and the God of the philosophy, before l'i"hmn 'man can neither 

fall to his knees in a11e nor ca.n he plc.y music ·and dance."·"' Not a third a.lternative 

mal{ing -che dichoto1ny a tricho-comy, but an alternative which rei uses to accept the 

universal claim of the dichotomy. 

In Wesi::el-n philosophy meaning has been equated with manifestation, the experience 

of 'rlhich is then exposed thematically by the intentional ecstasy of consciousness. 

Knowing is thus a reflection upon experiences. But this analysis presupposes that 

which it explains; 'reflection' is onl ;r a secondary manifestation of a more origi11al 

meaning •t~hich belongs to consciousness itself: 'knovring is only understood in its 

proper essence when one begins with consciousness.··=· Levinas dra•t~s upon his earlier 

anc.l yses of phenomena, in particular insomnia and vigilance, to express this meaning. 

'Here being awate is not equivalent to :¥a telling over.,., where already the identical, 

rest, sleep is sought after.'-" Only in the consciousness of a thinking subject, is 

such a 'tiakefulness petrified by "being's move" into presence: 'consciousness is the 

possibility to "suspend," . . . to take refuge in oneself so as to Hi thdrah' from being.'") 

Hm1e'!er prior to this there is the demand of vigilance, for: 

Insomnia - the wakefulness in awakening - is disturbed in the core of its 
formal or categorial samenesE by the other, 1-1hich tears away c.t 'clhatever forms 
a nucleus, a substance of the sc.me, identity, a rest, presence, a sleep.c' 

Insomnia has no intentionali , its formalism cannot be reduced to the :formal con~ent 

of the presence of a fixed, synchronous identity. Dis-interested its 'content' as 

uncontained surpasses - infinity. 

Consciousness is already a relapse of vigilance. It begins with a ceturn to 

itself, self-identity, presence. Closed in upon itself it is no longec exposed, 
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vulnerable to the other. A nucleus is formed in which consciousness becomes 

su-ojectivi ty as the unity of apperception, expressed by the 'I think', Consciousness 

is the founding ground, 'a light which illumines the world from one end to the 

other. ' 1 
.,, Hothing can escape the demand of presenting i tsel:t to consciousness, or of 

being recalled from the pas-c in a repetitive representation. Neither analyses of 

affective s~ates nor 01 lived experiences can solicit its imperturbability; the 

existence of the subject as a tragic suffering, a 'futile passion', which since 

Kie:dcegaard has been the novwn organum of philosophical knm'iledge, is pm1erless to 

escape the rigid nucleal identity of this subjectivism. Philosophy, •,v hicl1 speaks 

from this consciousness., in reflection, re-presentation, is immanence. The 

philosophical discourse which thus thematizes Go~ into presence remains unsuspecting, 

consciously or unconscwusly, o:I the breakup of the very unity o:I the 'I think' that 

is tl::ree.tened by transct:ndenuo:, 

3 : The Idea of the Infinite 

That the task proposed by Levinas, of speaking 01 the irruption of transcendence 

in ten-upting the language that speaks the totality OI presence, is possible, is 

witnessed by traces left on the margins of philosophy. In particular Levinas appeals 

to the 'Good beyond being' ill'loked by Plato, and the glimpse of the face revealed in 

the idea of infinity pondered upon by Descartes. That such traces can be discerned 

justifies Levinas' belief that whilst being essentially 'Greek', philosophy is not 

exclusively so, and as such is not bound to speak only of presence.' 

Although in Descartes' Meditations, the idea of the Infinite, couched in 

substantialist language, is used to express, and prove, the eminence oi God's being, 

it is possible to see in this thought the interruption of the totality of the 'I 

think' by transcendence. Can the adjective 'E:minen t' even be used in ontology, or 

does it not rather belonQ 
u to the majestic height oi the transcendent othe~- that 

cannot be reduced to a parallel coe:{istence. Infinity ah1ays overflm1s any attempt 

to thinlc it. The idea o:t God, 'the "objective reality" of the cogi-catUJIJ breaks up the 

"formal reality" of the cogitatio, •::: In this wCJ.y, the ided. of God shatters the 

thought which would entomb it in an 'economy' of language, where lCJ.nguage is the 

house of being, and reduce it to presence or 'let (it) be.' 
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For Malebranche this meant that there is no idea of God, or rather that God is 

his o"'n idea. As we are outside the coincidence OI being and thought, this 

impossible inclusion, an ir1clusion not as an intentional content of consciousness, 

nor by an escaping oi the realm of consc!cusness, is an ex-ceptional relation 

effected as t.:Cod in us. An inclusion '.'ihich shm1s the difference of the In:Iini+:e to 

the thought that would com-prehend it, as a 'non-indifference of the Infinite to 

though~.''' Tbis putting in thought of the Iniinite shows a passivity more~ passi,;e 

than any passi'1it:! - an ah'akening. Liker~ise, the inclusion of the finite in c:he In-

finite does not suggest a conception of the Infinite by a negation. The idea of the 

Infinite itself is a 'true idea,'·' which gives rise to the possibility of negation. 

The negation of r;he finite by th<=: Infinite is the subjectivity of the subject, a 

psyche lying behind all intentionality: 'The incarnation of consciousness is 

possible onl:! E, over and beyond adequation, the overilm'ling of the idea by its 

ideatum, that is the idea OI infinity moves consciousness."'-' Thus the in OI the 

Inii11i te signifies 'both the non and the within.'"" 

4: The Passivity of Createdness 

The irruption of transcendence, the unincludible, into the cogito as a second 

phase of the cogito is in fact the founding ground of that which attempts to bear it. 

Descartes, in his program of systematic doubt, recognized this 'I have in me in 

some way the notion of the Infinite before tha~ of the finite, that is to say of God, 

before that of myself.'' This putting of the Infinite in me is a passivity of 

consciousnes.s unlike any receptivity gathering its contents in a welcome. Rather 

than having its genesis in the immanence of Socratic maieutics, reminiscence, in a 

return to the nucleal self, the birth of the idea of the Infinite is an awakening. 

The breakup of the unity of thought by the putting of the idea of the Infinite in me 

is the passivity of a trauma in 'rlhich we are a•t~akened and left vulnerable to the 

other. Furthermore, 

in the idea of the Infinite thet'e is descnbed a passivity more passive still 
than any passivity befitting consciousness: there is the surprise or susception 
of the unassumable, more open still than any openness - wakefulness - but 
suggesting the passivity of someone created.-" 

In the idea of the Infinite, the signifyingness of transcendence is understood prior 

to the intelligibility of presence and immanence. Not originating in consciousness, 
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it is an an-an:::hic idea signi±yin:j as a. 'trace.' The trace disturbs tl1e order oi the 

v.,rorld as it signifies '.1ith a signii7ingness other than that of exhibition, '"lith a 

meaning othe:c than the meaning of maniiestation. The beyond being, oi \'1 hich the 

trace signiiies, is seen by Descartes v.rhen, at the end oi the third J•1edi-cation he 

'cm~es to admire the divine MaJesty, as ii, suddenly, he had glimpsed behind the 

arguments, a face.'c' The face is 'the way in 'tlhich c,he other presents himself, 

e.:cceeding rile idea oi- tJ1e or~'ler in me.'"' It is a. demand for vigilance, a call to a 

'pel-sona.l order beyond beinz. ''=' 

The plot hatched in the idea oi the Infinite thus reveals itself. The Infinite in 

the finite, the more in the less, dazzles the eye that attempts to com-prehend it in 

the vision of knoHledge. 'The in of the Infinite designates the depths of af!ecting 

o'J 'tlhich subjectivity is affected through this "putting" of the Infinite into it, 

'di -chout prehension or In this depth arises the passion of desire 

Hhich, unlike need, i"' not slaked by the possession of the desirable, it is aroused 

rather than satisfied.'" Desire, unlike need, canno1: be identified or terminated with 

an object or end, it surpasses, is irreducible to the order of presence or immanence. 

Dis-interesrec! it is a desire :tor the 'Good beyond being.' 

That this desire is 1nsaL.la01e 1s 'not because it corresponds to an infinite 

hunger, but because it is not an appeal for food.'''' 'Desire is desire for the 

absolutely other'; without comprEhension it 'understands' the alterity of the Other 

a.nd opens the dimension in 'tlhich the Other is the Most-High.'~' Most-High, higher 

than the sky above our heads, a height beyond all heights, beyond being - goodness. 

The desired cannot thus be reduced to an interestedness, but rather the desired 

'"passes" in this reversal of terms,' 10 the desired leaves a trace. The desired, God, 

the absolutely Other, must remain absolved of any absorption in immanence. As the 

desired He must remain separa.ted. Considered as a relation of emanation, the act oi 

crEation becomes a continuous orocess. 'The traged:/ oi the absolute Creator . . . 110uld 

be the impossibility of getting out or himself, for whatever He created could only be 

Himself,' 1 1 creation would be a contradictory concept. Here the force of the 

contribution of monotheism is felt. Creation ex nihilo is opposed to such a 

'demiuq;;ic informing of matter . . . because the separated and created being is not 

thereby Simply lSSUed forth from the I ather 1 but iS abSOlUtely Other than him, II .2 
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5: Responsibility 

A'rlakening to desire from the ecstasy oi intentionality, the self ii21cis itself in 

proximity to the neighbour, responsible !or him ~o the point of substitu~ion: 

substitution for another lies at the heart of responsibility, 
nucleus of the transcendental subject, the transcendence 
nobilit'l of a pure supporting, an ipseity oi pure election.' 

an undoing oi the 
of goodness, the 

In the terminology of Totality and Tnfinity this proximity is characterized as 

participation: 'Participation is a way or referring to the other .. . To "Jreak \'lith 

participation is, to be sure, to maintain conta·ct, but no longer derive one's being 

from the contact' ;2 denying responsibility the self would enclose nsel: in seli-

consciousness, like Gyges seeing yet unseen. 

For Levinas the I is a 'passivity more passive than any passivity' be·:: a use from 

its first av1akening the I finds it is addressed in the accusative: 'the word I means 

jJere I am, answering for everything and everyone.'·'' Unlike Gyges the seli is seen 

before it sees. The self is a sub-fee-cum, \'lhose uniqueness lies in his irreplaceable 

respm1sibility, a 'pure election' conferred or invested without prior cornrnic:ment. The 

I is a 'hostage to the other, obeying a comrnand before having heard it, faic:hful to a 

commitment that it never made, to a past that ~>laS never present.'"' 

and altruism, the self can never ask 'am I my brothers keeper?' 

Beyond egoism 

Rather than being sated with goods fulfilling needs, the goodness nT the Good 

compels the self to a goodness better than any goods that could be received, 

divesting it of its being in a responsibility that knows no completion, that is 

eschatological. Levinas has called the way in which God, from the heart of 

desirablili ty, thus directs the self to the non-desirable par excellence 

responsibility for the other - illeity; whilst being separate the desirable is a third 

person 'tb:: JJe in the depth of the you."~; Prior to dialogue or col". prehension, 

'illei ty is the origin of the otherness o:t being.'"" I am bound to a responsibili t.y 

for the other by the trace of transcendence, through illeity. 

In illeity, in leaving a trace, God has passed out of all presence and dialogue: 

In this 
being. 

ethical reversal God is dra'.'ln out of objectivity, presence and 
He is neither an object nor an inte!-locuter. His absolute remotenes, 
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his transcendence, turr1s into my responsibili 
i cr the other.~·" 

- non-erotic par excelle:1ce -

God i::= not simply \'!holly Other, but is 'other than the other, other v,ri>:.h an 

alteri prior . . . to the ethica.l bond w i tl1 ano-cher '"' In this 'transcendence to the 

point of absence', the possible confusion 'tlHh the disturbing absence caused by a 

trace or a past that was never present, the anonymous rustling of the r;be.re is, 

heignte:1s the nobility of the ethical substitu-cion, increasing its dis-interesc:eGness, 

and shews the Infinite arising in glory. 

This a.bstracted schema of the passivity of subjectivity, consisting in having 

always already, in a non-representable past, undergone the trauma of an awakening to 

a responsibility for the neighbour, whilst being abstracted is not abstracted beyond 

recognit:on. Simply by saying 'it \·las nothing', one 1-1itnesses to its no-thingness, 

its transcendence beyond bei11g - goodness. Responsibility is a familiar phenomenon, 

'the impossibility of indifference - impossible without fail - before the misfortunes 

and faults of a neightbour, '~' before 1·1hich it is impossible to set limits or •7 aua·e 
0 0 

it.~. urgency. fhis responsibility for the neighbour even extends to the 

responsibility for his responsibility: my freedom does not enter into a contract with 

his fre-:::dom, it is summoned to ansv1er for his freedom. This responsibility which 

comes rn::llll a time immemorial, is the non-indifference of the diffen:::nce and 

proximity of the other. 

Such a responsibility does not allow <:he difference between the other and myself 

to be synthesized into a simultaneity. Rather the neighbour is near with a 

dia-chronous break; the self is given no time for recollection, for a return to 

itself: before the other I am always late. Neither do I and the neighbour 'co-exist' 

in a panoramic ontology, appearing before each other only to 'let be' or to enter into 

a reciprocal dialogue; I am summoned by the other, called to account, guilty from the 

first. 1 (_, IrreDlaceable in my responsibility, I can11ot escape from the defenceless 

face c:f the othel- 1 e'JE:n in dec~tll: 'the tomb is net a reiugei it is not c pardon. The 

debt remains.' 1 : 
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6: Hu:mani ty 

Responsibility is pl'iOl' to the freedom thac: it puts into question, it does noc: 

cr,iginate in a r=:ontr act il-eel y entered in to, 2--Tei tber dces th~s responsibility come 

to me from a huma.ni conceived in biological c:e~ms, f~om that which allows Cain c;o 

cold bloodedlv question his responsibility for Abel. My responsibility originates in 

an 21-12kening, the he&ring of the cry addressed to God made by the other in his 

nudity a.nd destituteness, the cry that disturbs my to tali tv and 
J 

announces his 

pro:~imit;. TD.e relationship betHeen the seli ana the other, an awakening to the 

other v1ithout any attempt to com-prehend the m:her in a totalizing act, Le'7inas 

proposes in Total i t'T ann Inf; n it'T to call 'religion'. Its liturgy, the ethical itself, 

is a work of the self towards the other tha1, does not reclaim itself in an 

identiiica.tion nor in an ezpecc,ation oi gratitude.' 

Such responsibility and t'eligiosity of being points to a fraternity pr1or to any 

commormess of essence or coexistence. 

?•fan understood c.s the individual of a gemJs or as an en-city situated ill an 
ontological region, ... does not have any pl'ivllege c;hat would establish him as 
the goal of reality. But man also has to be concei'!ed on the basis of the 
responsibility more ancient than the connatus of a substance or inward 
identificatwn, a responsibility which, ah<ays summoning from the outside, 
disturbs just this identification. Man has to be conceived on the ba.sis of the 
self putting itself, despite itself, in place of e'Teryone, ... It is by virtue of 
this supplementary responsibility that subjectivity is not the ego but me.:.::: 

In his irreplaceable responsibility, the subject finds a new identity, with a heart to 

replace the nucleal core, sensibility for the deafness of sleep, and hands which gi'Te 

instead of taking in an act of com-prehension. But having lost the sheltering 

rigidity of the ego, the self never finds peace, it is alv1ays late and forever guihy; 

in its substitution for the other it has already lost what it had. 

7: Saying 'God' 

From this site Levinas can draw the distinction in language between the saying 

Ge dire), language as 'the proximity of one to the other ... the one for the otiler,' 

the openness of the ethical relationship of responsibility for the other,' and the 

said (le ditJ, language as a fixed identity or closure towards the other. Sincerity, 

veracity, exposedness to the other without reserve, finds its expression in the 
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saying. 'Saying opens me to the other berore saylng Hhat is said, beiore c:he said 

utter~d in this sincerity forms a screen be~Heen Ine and th~:: othel-.. ::: Such a saying! 

unto substitution. W~ith such a languagE:~ 'phi2.osophy is the \Yisdom of love a--c ~he 

service or love. •:, 

Ii Le';inas has broken with Heideg,gerl it is because Heideg;;·er 'subor·dinates the 

re]..a.tion v1ith the Other to ontolCJgy ... rather than sE:eing· in justice and injustice a 

oriroordial access to the Other beyond all ontology,'·' Heidegger can only spea.rs: oi the 

Other in terms situated within the ontico-ontological diiference, in terms 'dhich 

primarily express the seli's totality and power, continuing the 'destruction of 

transcendence,' Situated beyond being, language no longer mediates between thought 

and beiTJg, housing being·, it bears witness to the other of the Infinite that is 

neither before me awaic:ing comprehension or dialogue, nor in an inexpressible realm, 

but of the Infinite who has awoken the self from the sleep of egoity ~o an asce~ic 

responsibility. To speak of God not contaminac:ed by being is not to say 'I believe', 

the:matizing God in discourse, but a saying -co tlle other, 1 here I am' 1 acc-epting 

responsibility and announcing peace: 'I create the fruits of the lips; Peace, pec.ce to 

him that is fc.r ofi, and to him that is near, sai th the Lord,''"· 

In an article entitled 'Violence and Mec:aphysics' 6 Derrida examines Levinas' use of 

language, with respect to the question of history and eschatology in the thought or 

Being and ethics, aspects which pror'oundly separate Heidegger from Levinas. 

Heidegger's notoion of erring, 'the original dissimulation of Being beneath the 

exister1t,' 7 is Hhat makes Being history. Being does not exist before the existent, it 

begins by veiling itself beneath its speciiic determination, hence it is history. 

From this point of veiw 'Being itself... is in itself eschatological."~' Being in 

order to appear must dissimulate • ..!.. 1 -~ 

1 ·~se~r in a specific ontic determination, and thus 

must do violence to itself. War is not an attribute oi Being, it is Being. A Being 

'tl 1 thout violence Y/ould be 'nothing; nonnistory; nonoccurrence; non phenomenali t ;r. '"' 

It is this which allm1s us to think or ec:hical violence. The first violence, that of 

the dissimulation of Being, is also 'the first defeat of nihilistic violence, and the 

first epiphany of Being."'-' By the first violence, Heidegger resigns himself as 

bound to ahrays speak of Being in ontic metaphors, but he also provides an account 

of the violent origin of language and thus legitimises his use of language. 
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Language, for Levinas, has a non-violent origin 1 the encoum::er l'li th the Other wno 

tells me 'you shall not commit murder' and in <::he 'tielcome I give to the Other in his 

destitution and hunger.' 1 But a non-violent sDeech is a language without the verb 

'to be', 'tiithout the possibility of predication. It remains a. pure invocation and 

adoration, it cannot offer anvthiw;: 
' u 

to the other. Nevertheless, Levinas urges us to 

give the world to the other in language, to ·dork for the other in a litur,sy tha.t 

e>:pes-rs no gratitude. The non-violent speech, silent in its innocuousness, becomes 

violen<:: in its ar~iculation in history. Yet, in that Levinas separates the non-

violent origin of language from the violent ar~iculation of its historical occurrence, 

suggests that he 'props up thought by means or transhistorici ty. ' 1 
_:::_ But the origin 

of meaning, the relation with the other, is for Levinas beyond history, it is 

escha~ological, where eschatolouy Q, does not imply a finality or limit to my 

responsibility.'~ It is to be explained by rererence to the trace, the impossible 

thought for Greek discourse, of the presence of someone who has never been there, 

who is always past. 

makes the relation 'tli th the other origin o:i language, 

meaning and di:iference, by articula~ing in a phrase his silent language, his 

invocation to the 'most. high,' he is obliged to let the concept of Being circulate in 

his discourse, subjecting the Other to the violence or concepts and hence is 

c:ondemned to betray his o•tm inten~ions. The necessity 5poken of by Den-ida, of 

lodging 'tlithin a traditional conceptuality in order to destroy it, thus reveals an 

'indestructible and unforseeable resource of the Greek logos.'' '1 This is the very 

paradox of humaiJ existence, beil1g 'of this world,' yet bearing 'tlitness to what is 'not 

of this world': 1'tle must use the ontological ror the sake of the other; to ensure the 

survi"7al of the other we must resort to the teclmo-poli tical systems of means and 

ends .... Ve cannot obviate the language of metaphysics, and yet He cannot, ethically 

speaking, be satisfied 'tlith it''"; the saying will always overflm1 the said. 

8: Standing in Tradition 

The problem of speaking of God and transcendence in a language dominated by 

being, the intelligibility of presence, 'tlas faced by theologians in the early years of 

the Church's history. Early theologians, such as Origen, attempted to express their 

faith in a transcendent God in the terms of current philosophy. In confining the 
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transcendence o:f God to the cosmolog1cal se~:Ging oi ancient Greek pililosoohical 
- L 

thought, the distinc-cion between the being o:f God, the mystery oi the Trinity, a21d 

Revelation ad exr.:ra could not be consistently expressed, as is shown by the 'Logos-

tlleology 1 oi this period. It became clear that the task 'of coining new names'' was 

an urgent one. 

The differences bet• .. 1een Greek c.hougb.-c and •.::hristian theology were sharp. The 

main diificulty in expressing the Biblical taith was that Greek philosophy was 

inherently monistic: God, man and the •..rorld fonned a closed unity, ;;he cosmos, a 

totality of unity and harmony. The categories of Greek philosophy v;ere inadeouac:e 

for describing a •t~orld created ex nihi1o and m· the personal existence of Goci and 

man 'created in the image and lil{eness.' The the1ne of creation and the person 

developed by the Greek Fathers,c' •t~ho haci been schooled in Greek philosophy and yet 

did not feel bound by it, led to a discourse which was not restricted to speaking ~ne 

totality of ontology, "being's move", but which liberated the signifyingness of 

transcendence :from the intelligibility of presence 

From its earlit::st beginnings Greek thought always sought a unity, the cosmos, 

which gives particular individuals being to the extent that they participa~e, 

harmoni::::e theJnsel '1es r~i th the cosmos <-non- being me on tt1as simply for1nless 

matter rather than nothingness); the exis~ence o:f a great diversity of existents was 

seen as a tendency towards non-being. For Plato, God 'Has bound to the world in an 

ontological unity. Furthermore, God • .. vas not iree to create, he was subject to 

preexisting matter and space, and their natural laws. Likewise man does not exist as 

a I'ree person: 'You are created for the sake of the whole and not the whole for the 

sake of you."-' Equally, for Plato, the person was an unrealizable concept as the soul 

onlv has a temporary incarnation CPlac:o suggests that those who do not 'desist from 

evil' would 'pass into a woman' and thence into 'some brute'"'">; the person could never 

become a concrete psychosomatic reality. For Aristotle, alternatively, due to his 

emphasis on the concrete and individual, the person has no permanence; the 'person' 

was not united to the very being of man, 'personhood', as with 'life', was a category 

added to a concrete individual. The soul is united with the body for as long as the 

individual survives, death dissolves a particular individual conclusively. 5 

The only 'person' <prosopon) that the ancient Greeks knew of was the role played 

by an actor wearing a mask Cprosopeion). It is in the theatre, invariably in a 
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-cra:3;ed.y, thac: the Greeks fo,Jght '.'lith -che gods and their :!:'ate; t.i:J.rough c:he theatre 

c::he; could learn 'riha t it meant to be free. Like a maslt worn by an actor, for Greek 

thought the 'pen; on' remained a category added to the being of man, a role that he 

could play. The harmonious and ordered monistic cosmos of the Greeks could admit no 

other. fhe identification of the person with the being of man and the identification 

or r:h::: e;dstence of man with freedom, is due to the Greek Fathers who fought to 

exFress their faith in philosophical terms. 

9: Arius and Creation Ex Nihilo 

l.fle confrontation vlith Arianism '.'las one of the first major struggles for the 

Chu:c-ch, and occasioned the first CouncL at Ilicaea. Arius, a priest in Alexandria, 

tried to e:cplain the mystery of the incarnation within contemporary philosophical 

s':rstems. Arius taught that if the Son, the second Person of the Trinity, was 
j 

begotc:en by the Father, then either the I'I'Odd is eternal or one had to envisage a 

time when the Son was not. Arius upheld the divinity of Christ and maintained that 

He pre-e::dsted His human birth in history from Mary. Yet at the same time Arius 

helC. that the Son in relation to God, 'c~hom He co.lled Fatl1er, was created in time from 

nothing. Thus this 'divinity', a created god or mediator, has the same status as the 

rest of creation. 

U-:Mble to concieve of a 'created god', the theologians of that period, anC. in 

particular St. Athanasius (c296-373) rejected Arianis1n, and developed a different 

theology. It \'icS from this work that the Council of Nicaea could proclaim the Son 

to be c·onsubstantial <:boJnoousionJ with the Father. Athanasius in Ccn-sra AriaDos 

consistently distinguishes between creating and begetting: 

But if He frames things that are external to Him and before were not, by 
'tiilling them to be, a11d becomes their Maker, much more will He firs-c be Fatl1er 
of an offspring from His proper Essence. t.:rod 's creating is second to His 
beget-ring; for Son implies something proper to Him.' 

God's act of creation is according to His \'I ill, while generatio11 or begec:ting is 'by 

nature'.-" Consequently the being of the second Person of the Trinity is not of the 

same kind as the being of the world, as Arius had maintained, but belongs rather to 

the substance of God; the second Person is not a creature Cie, createdJ but rather a 

Son, whilst the being of the world is a product of the will of God, created. 
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By this theology) Athanas ius could express the Biblical faith DI 

creation e_y nihi.lo. Cl-ea.tion ex niJJilo implies creation irom a radical nothingness 

as opposed to the Greek ide?, of nothingness une on) as formless matter. As such, 

God was absolutely free in creating, not having to obey the la1-1s of nature and 

reason in shaping a pre-existing chaotic matter. Hence the world is a product of 

treedoJTJi the being of the •r~orld is liberated £rom the natural necessity 1rlilicil \·ras 

so straightfon·12rd for tlle Greeks. Ye-c havin:z created, 1.:-od remoins whol:'..y other to 

c~ce::ttion, vtith a term later by 

express The dis~inction~) existing between Himself and created nature. As the world 

was crea-ced by will rather than substance, God is no longer bound to the world in an 

on to logical link, as the Greeks had taught. The radical alterity of God to crea-cion 

finalizes Athanasius's departure from the ontological monism of Greek thought. 

By doing this Athanas ius c=:volutionized the idea of substance, To say that the 

Son belongs by nature to God's substance, that the Trinit'! is consubstantial, is 

nonsensical :tor any previous ontology, because it 'implies that substance possesses 

almost by de:{inition a relational character':~ The substance of God by its nature is 

relational and, speaking 'beyond the sphere of time''~·, beyond being, it has ahmys 

been so ( ''ilhen then was God without that l'lhich is proper to Him [ie. His Son]''"'). As 

the mode of God's being is the archetype for all creation, the relational character of 

the divine substance indicates that the substance of any existent must be thought OI 

as communion. 7 

10: The Person 

In order to be able to express more explicitly the Biblical faith, that the Triune 

God is consubstanUal (in order to avoid Arianism) and yet ot' three real Persons (in 

order to avoid a heresv which arose in the second century and later became known as 

Sabelli.anism, 'cllllch claimed that theTe \'las one God •.-~ho maniiests Himself in three 

differe:r1t roles), it v1as necessary to dissociate the term '.hypos-casis' from the term 

'ousia', t•r~o terms 1·1hich had been associated since Aristotle. 

Aristotle, laying the basis for almost two millenia of western ontology, by means 

of logical notions, distinguished between primary and secondary substances: 'A 

substance [ ousia] - that which is called a substance most strictly, primarily, and 
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most oi all - is -chat \<lhich is neither said o:C: a subject nor in a subjec-s, e.;;. -che 

individual man or the individual horse. The species in 'tihich the things primarily 

called substances are, are called secondary subsr:ances, as also a1-e the genera or 

th~~se species', ' In the period follo't~ing Aristotle, his term 'hypoke:iCJJenon' was 

replaced by the term 'hypos-casis', which :rnean-c primarily matter-" and in a secondacr 

sense the concre-ce and individual subject. 

Much of -che confusion in the first -chree centuries was simply terminological. The 

West haC. been using the term 'persona', but this was rejected by the East, as this 

term had no real con-cent and tended towards Sabellianism. :. Similarly the term 

'hypostasis' 'ems iden-ci:fied with 'ousia' as late as St. Athanasius,"" and vritb. tlus 

:meaning it could not be used to express concrete personal distinctiveness.s 

While, through his vrork the term 1 ous1a 1 had recieved the meaning or 'communion', 

Athanasius himself preiered to speak of the unique substance oi God. The 

'Cappadocians', St. Basil (330-379) 1 St. Gregory of Nyssa (330-394) and St. Gregory o:t 

.Hazianzus ',32<;•-390), inherited this idea oi 'communion', and ezplici tly use·i the word 

to e:{press the divine nature: 'in the case of the divine and uncompounded nature <::ne 

union consists in the communion of the Godhead 1 .·=· Thus, 'tihile using 'ous2a' to 

express the consubstantiality, the one nature thought as communion, of Goa, they were 

free to use the term 'hypostasis' to convey the reality or' the concrete existence of 

each person. For example, in a letter dated 375, St. Basil writes that: 

This ter-m Uwnoousionl also correct.s the e1-ror of Sabellius, for it removes the 
idea of the identity of the hypostasis and introduces in perfection the idea of 
the Persons." 

By using 'ousia' to express the one substance of God, St. Basil is iree Cthe 

'homoousi.on' 'removes' 'identity oi the hypostasis', 1e. a distinction has bee::1 

dra'dn beh;een 'ousia' and 1 hypostasis' 1 to use 'hypostasis' to signify the concret.e 

existence of Father, Son, and Spirit. While 'ousia' has been given the meaning or 

'communion' c:hTough -che v10rk of St. A thansius, St. Basil is nov1 ideni::ying \'in 

perfectiDn') the terms 'hypostasis' and 'person' - a person, not as a 'mask' 'dorn by 

an actor, but as a concrete beins having a real existence. In this way 1 hypostasis' 

is dissociated with 'ousia' and ontology, and identified with 'person 1 1 a relational 

term; likewise, 'person 1 , a relational term, receives a 'real' content. We no longer 
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kno'd being as es::;erh=:e (.ousi2.,.; bu-c -cbrougl1 the Dcrson: r:o be is ident1co.l ~r;ith bein,g 

W!~h the new meanings given to these terms, ~he Greek Fathers could aevelop their 

thesis th;:n:: nac:ure never exists in a 'naked state', but alvvays has its personal 'mode 

of existence', its h;lpostasis,'' and c::hus they could proclaim a truly personal God. 

The uni tv ot God, the ground ~a.rclJeJ oi the being and life of God is ide11tiiied, by 

the Greek Fathers, not 11ith the subsc:ance of God Cie. God first is God as substance 

and then as Person, Trinity; this would take us back to the necessity of subs~ance 

inherent in anccient Greek thought), but 'dith the Person OI the Father, that is, He 

who freely begets the Son and brings forth the Spirit: 

God the Father, moved outside time and in. lo'Ie, proceeded to a distincotion in 
hypostases, remaining 'rli thout division or diminution in the wholeness proper 
to Him, supremely unified and supremely simple. 10 

The very b<::ing of God is liberated rrom any natural necessity and identified with 

nersonal freedom. 
L 

Not only does the 'rmrld have freedom at its foundation, but the 

personal, Trinitarian, life of God also has the freedom of love at its basis, This 

does imply a hierarchy in the Trinity (the Father is the arc.~e, the 'fount of the 

Godhead'), but it never falls into Arianism; the alterity of each Person of the 

Trinity is founded within the same substance.' 1 By the working out or this 

distinction beh1een begetting and willing, the total al terity of God with respect to 

the •t~orld is preserved, and a relapse into ontological monism is prevented. The 

creation of the world ex nihilo could be maintained without destroying the 

transcendence of God to the world. 

In doing this, the Greek Fathers developed a theology of Personhood. The Person 

is no longer a category one adds to beings to qualify them as a person. Instead the 

person. is prior to the antic character of substance or the ontology of being, prior 

even to the opening of the ontic-onc::ological difference. Yet the person does not 

exist independently of or without substance, a Carc:esian ontologizing or c::he 'soul' of 

man, ir1 Hhich its immortality is due to its nature, which is nothing else but a 

reversion to the priority and necessity o:t substance. Rather it is the person, 

because of his mode of existence, that allows beings to be; 'It is not the essence or 

energy of God which constitutes being, but His personal mode of existence: God as 

person is the hypostasis of being.' 1 ~' 
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The •:~av in '.1hic:b. Goci e}:cercises His total r'reedmn, c:;he manner in '8hich He is 

Free, is by transcending the necessity •t~hich the conception or' his being in terms 

situated Hithin the ontological difference would involve, arcd exis-cing as this 

personal distlnc:~iveness. God the Father out . , ' 1 • ' .- ~ or 1ove, c:;nac:; lS ~ree1y, beg-ec:;s -che Son 
u 

and brings forth the Spirit. It is by this 'ecstatic' character OI- God the Father 

(this ecstatic char::1cter of nc,<:ure is ah1ays manltested by the free act of the 

person), that His mccie o:<: being constitutes His lir'e as a tact of love ana personal 

communion;'~ it is by this ecstasis that God transcends the necessity or: substance. 

Consequently it is love which is the supreme category in existence. 'Love as God's 

mode of existence "n_ypostasizes" God, constitutes His being,' 1 "- The Biblical 

revelation 'God is love' rer'ers to the iact that love 'l1ypostasizes God' through the 

personal existem::-e oi the Fa-rher, rather than being a common proper-ty or the -chree 

Persons. 15 

If God was conceived in the ontological difierence, if substance or ontology 11as 

prior to the person, then man, as created, 'tlould not be able to exist in or have the 

power to excercise absDlute freedom, or rather, man could but only as the nihilistc 

freedom of killing himself, 1 6 The meaning ior man oi the fact that God exists as 

Person and not as substance, is that man need not subordinate his personhood to 

nature, to the fact of his createdness, I:JUt can also have a mocie of e:-::istence as 

personal distinctiveness upheld in and thrDugh love. 

11: Essence and Energy 

The idea of the person as the one who is in communion, beyond being, who exists 

as a personal relatedness, rather than as a concrete individual with the added 

category of being-in-relation, 'being-with', •c~as further develoned in 
" 

the 5"ro and 6"-,_, 

centuries during the monophjsite and the monothelite controversies. The Council o:f 

Chalcedon (451.' had stated that the historical person of Christ, the inc~rnate God, 

was in two natures, divine and human, not of one nature as the monophysites argued, 

in accordance ','lith the patristic dictum that '1-1hat has not been assumed can not be 

redeemed'. The monothelite controversy introduced, particularly in the works of St. 

Haximus (58 0-662), several important concepts for the theology of the person, 

especially those of the idea of the ecstasis of nature' and the distinction between 

essence and energies. 
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The monothelites argued that although ~he ~:s~orical person of Christ was in two 

natures, as ~here was only one person, there was only one will. Naximus replied that 

a nature vJi-chout a will v1as an unthinkable a-csurdity; nature or essence, unknowable 

in itself, is k:l0\111, named or defined even, c;c extra by its energies, a posi-cion 

expressed three centuries earlier by St. casil: '!-Iis operations [energeic;lJ come dc\'ln 

to us, but His essence remains beyond our re::tc":l. ''-' 11aximus in asserting that Cilrist 

had t•..ro Hills or energies was makin.~ the v: -cal point that an essence or na-cure, 

whe-cher divine or human, does not have a ~sal existence without an 'essen-cial 

energy. •c::• 

This ecstatic character of nctture is esse:1o:ially personal: 'The ecstasv is the 

mode, the manner by which nature becomes ana known in terms of personal 

otherness, L:l tbis out tilat 'to 'tiant' and 'hm1 c.o 

h'antl are not the SdlUej 'to It/ant' is a qual::_:::cation -chat belongs to nature~ rr~hile 

'how to v/arn:' 1s the personal mode or ex~ression of the subjec~ 'it a 

a~ualification that belongs only to the sub.jE:cc '<·rho wants ... and distiw:ruishes him ·-· 
from others. '.s The of nac:ure is cn-cologically different Iro1n nature or 

essencE:, as 11ell as from the e:-.::isc:ence of -::ie nature, yet this triad or essence, 

energy and exis-;;ence are not ontically dis-::inguishable as they are only known 

personally. This triad does not compose -che person, as parts to a synthesized whole, 

rather they are the persons 'modes of existence'; the person is, in a sense, prior to 

the distinction betv1een essence, existence and energy, its modes o:{ existence. The 

personal expression of each energy oi nature is the mode of being, the very 

existence, of nature: painting, for instance, is a creative, expressive energy of 

human nature, ye-c it does not exist independen-::ly of the person, independently of the 

expression of personal distinctivess and alter!-cy, as, for instance, The Peasants Shoe 

by IJ an Gogh. 

Having inherited from -che 4u' Council the dcgma that Christ was in two natures, 

'unconfusedly, ur1chan;eably, inseparabl;, indiT:_s~bly' united, Haximus could develop 

the idea of the tHo \·tills in Christ in the sar.2e apophatic manner. The adoption of 

this approach was confirmed by the third Cour:_,::il of Constantinople, v1ho reiterated 

the dogma of the 4u~ Council and applied it to ~he monothelite controversy: 

Christ in t•r~o natures unconfusedly, uncia.::1geably, inseparably, indivisibly 
to be recognized, the peculiarites of neit~er nature being lost by the union 
but rather the properties of each nature -:::e:i_ng preserved, concurring in one 
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?er:=on and in one h}/f!Osts.sls H2 likeT.·Jise decla:r.-·e that in Eim are two 
natural wills and two natural operac::._ons indivisibly, inconvertibly, 
inseparably, inconfusedly [united]."" 

T~1e term whicb J!faximus used -co e:::cpress this copeneGration 

inconverc:ibly, inseparably, inconfusedly' oi the energies of natures or essences, was 

the word 'peridJoresis'. Usually translated as as 'copenetration' or 'coinherence', it 

l:!.terallv means 'cyclical movement' implying a reciprocal interchange or a muc:ual 

indHt::lling, whilst also being open to meaning 'to dance around'···. The !act that this 

unic:ary c-elationship remains the 'unconiused' s;:;resses the fact that it is 'ne'Jer oi 

natur-e'.:3 An example which Maximus 3ives to illustrate this union is tha.t oi fire 

and i!-on: 3 an iron sword heated \'lith fire until it becomes red hot, gloHs with the 

light a.nd heat of the fire, yet in their essence they remain unconfused. In one 

'h'rpost;::sis' iron and fire al-e round cogether, they both participate in each others 

energies .I the iron sword burns and the fire cuts, yet they do so in a manner proper 

to their CJ\'Ill nature, th= iron g loHs \'lith its distinctive light. In a similar manner 

human energy, in the ionn of, :I or example, the voice, whilst 'being one is 

participated in by many and is not swallowed up by the multitude' 10
• This 

parcicipation, oi the energies, not oi the essence, is what Levinas charaterizes as 

proximity: 'proximity .. . is an immediacy older than the abstractness of nature. Nor 

is it fusion; it is contact with the other. To be in contact is neither to invesc the 

other and annul his al teri ty, nor to surpress m:rself in the other.' 1 1 l'hroughout all 

his 'tiOl'ks Iliaximus stresses chat the 'ne•tiness' of the union effected as perichoresis 

implies a true development of the inherent potentiality of the nature or essence'·::. 

A 'newness of nature' that reveals the subject not in their egoity, but as person. 

Haximus distinguishes bio types of essential energy, the homogenous and the 

heterogenous; the fire illumines with its homogenous energy and manifests its 

heterogenous energy in the glowing of the iron. The he~erogeous energy is 'an energy 

that is efiective on things external, according to 1·1hich the actor acts on objects 

outsicie ot himself and heterogenous, and obc:ains a resul +:, which is made up o1 

preexiscing matter and is foreign to his mm substance.' 1 ~· The pain tin:; of Van Gogh 

and the sculpture of Rodin are the result oi their personal energies, revealing their 

personality, not in an epistemological manner, but by means of a personal 

relationship. 
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The homogenous energy 1n man is the ecstatic character or nature, revealed 

personally~ Jnar1if esting his distinctiveness and uniqueness. C. Ya11naras ic.entifies 

the hm:1ogenous ene1-gy as being 'applicable to the po\;"er o:f love and to the eroi:ic 

ecstas:1 o:I self-giving in terms o:I w~nich the exis-ce1Eial truth about man 1s made 

"known""'': 'The di'Jine ero-cic force also produces ecstasy, compelling those Hho love 

to belong not to themselves, but to those whom they love.''~ This total self 

-r;r ans,cendence, a res ponsi bil ty r-or the other that knows no bounds, expresses -che 

fundamental truth, or mystery, of human existence as personal distinc-r;iveness. Eacb 

erotic act of self transcendence, ek-stasis, is unique and similarly reveals c:he 

person in their irreplacable alterity. 

The energetic maniJestatic:m of the person, the homogenous as the uniqueness of 

each human body and the absolute dissimilarity of each erotic event, and the 

heterogenous as a creative expression of the eTJergy as a personal vwrk, sho'tls that 

the ecstatic, erotic force rnust be regarded as a 'unifying and commingling po•t~er.''"" 

It reveals that the manner in which nature is, its mode oi being as personal 

distinctiveness, uniii,::;s rather than di<Jides nature. It points to a responsibility 

for the other that does not derive from a shared inherl tance, a common genus. 1:£ 

Cain is repr::msible for his brother Abel, it is because he is a r-esponsible person; a 

frater-nitj can onl '! be a brotherhood of persons. The person which is thus 

responsible, takes upon himself responsibili-cy for the whole creation, he cannot 

point to the reponsibility of the other, washing his hands o:I his own responsibility 

to justify himself: quoting Dostoyevsky, as does Levinas, 'We are all responsible for 

everyone else - but I am more responsible than all the others.'' 7 

If the person is responsible for the whole of creation, it is because the person 

is the recapitulation of the whole of nature. In an erotic, ecstatic self

transcendence, the personal experience of the catholicity of each unique person, the 

person is 'like a natuc:tl bond, mediating betv1een all the parts •r~hich are proper to 

him, and in himself bringing together into one things which by nature are separated 

oy a great distance. 11 
'" This recapitula~ion of the whole of creation in the person, 

explains the capacity of the person to love in one unique person the whole of 

creation; God the Father through His love for His unique Son ('the only- begotten'), 

brings into existence all creation ('all things were created through Him and for 

Hi1n. '' ·:.; 
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12: Apopb.aticis:m 

The possibility for us to participte in the energy of another person, gives us an 

'experi•:::ntial' or 'existential' knm" ledge oi· their personhood, yet this communion does 

not alter or become confused witl1 their essence. This is the aim oi apophatic 

knowledge'; to remove the idea of knowledge and truth from an ontology of substance 

or presence, as conceived bv 
/ 

the Greeks and the :following tradition oi Western 

metaphysics, and situate it in the realm of love, communion and responsibility. 

Know ledge becomes an 'experiential' or 'existel1-cial' know ledge of the other by a 

personal participation in the energies of -che other. Apophatic theology, thus 

situated beyond ontology, can speak of a God who is 'beyond affirmation and 

negation. '2 

The paradox of human existence spoken of by Levinas, of speaking within ontology 

for the sake of the other, was announced •e~ith clarity by St. :t.faximus. He vvarns us 

that 'it is dangerous to attempt to utter the inexpressible by means of the spoken 

1·1ord, for the spoken \'lOrd involves duality or more than duality. The surest Hay is 

to contemplate pure being silently in the soul alone,•:o this 'inner lire' is thus 

intrinsically bound up with love and responsibility for the other, a reciprocity that 

knows no resolution to either term. Furthermore 'silence is the language of the age 

to cmne, but words are the instruments of th2.s world. 'L'" Silence is not 'oi this 

world,' it is itseli eschatological, it knows no completion but always ascends 'from 

glory to glory,' x'evealing an ever ne•,y nature and an ever more fully incan1ated God 

in this v10rld. 

The elaboration of the distinction between essence and energies permi-cs a clearer 

conception of creation. Creation e..Y nLfJi1o, leaving God transcendent to creat1on, is 

only possible in as much as it vias not the di•1ine essence that created, but that 

from •t~h2.<:::;h the essence came, the Personal God, creating by his energies. Origin's 

argument tha-s if God •:::rea ted in time L1e mus-;:, hsse undergone change in his nature, 

resulted from his identiiication o! the Person oi God wi-ch His essence. Whilst being 

created in time by the energies of God, there is in all created beings an inner 

principle, a logoi, the thought of God existing before all creation, by which all 

creation comes into existence. This 'trace' of: the transcendent God, belongs to an 

imme:mm'ial time, 'a time that was never presenc' According to this trace the mind 

is awoken to the transcendent and called beyond being, to love and responsibility. 5 
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The capacity for this ecstatic rela~edness is, to appropria~e a Heideggerian 

phrase, 'a potentiality that pr2ceeds actualic::y;' this 'perfect revela-cion' oi 

personhCJod is not an automatically re:J.iised necessity, The Greek Fathers ah;ays 

nlaced it \--rithin the context oi the the iall understood as: 'revealing and 

ac·tu._=:.l.izin,5 tJJ.e li1n ita tions ana po-e en rial dan:3;ers inl2er·en -c in cr·ea turehood j i.i 

crea-cion is leit to itseL{;b it is a oersonal 
" 

event, an idolatry, making bein;j se li-

sui:Ucient a.nd cerusing to realize its dependence on its potentiality for ecstatic 

relatedness, communion. In the deathlike sleepfulness of such egoity man's existence 

is self defined, as an individual self-consciousness, perinitting the coincidence of 

bein~ and thought, and denying himself the right to speak meaningfully oi 

transcendence. Awakening from such sleep to responsibility and love, in the trace of 

tile Infinite, the logoi o:t created beings, man undergoes the trauma of exposedness, 

sincerity, veracity. 

The achievement of the Greek Fathers lies in showing, in a meaningful discourse, 

that man can exist as an absolutely tree person, by realizing llis erotic, ecstatic 

potentiality for relatedness, a potentiality that makes others constitutive oi his 

being in a responsibility that is beyond being; acbie'ling a 'newness of nature' by 

developing the potentiality or his own nature in a personal participation or the 

energies of others, revealing in this way the catholicity of his personhood. 

13: Conclusion 

In the context of this theology of personhood the differences in doctrinal creed 

beh1een the East and '.tTest reveals its significance. A strong reading of the Filioque 

clause of the creed, claiming that the Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son, 

leads either to the claim that there are two sources, tHo ard1e, in the Godhead, or 

else, as the theology of Augustine and Thomas Aquinas confirms, that the being of 

God, the source of the Trinity, is to be identi:Iied with the substance of God. God is 

no longer the Personal God of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, a God who is knm·rn 

personally, v1ho speal~s to man 'face to face, as a man speaks to his friend';' God, as 

essence, is an 'object', the causa sui, knmm by the adaequatio of the intellect, -co be 

studied by the 'theology' of onto-theology. 

The further rejection of the distinction bet•c~een essence and energy denies the 

understanding of knowledge and truth as a personal relationship, as an experience of 
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to its presenta-cion tc -c:noughL and truth to a coincidence oi 

re::tlity with the thousht that thinlcs it. Here 1:he understand1ng o:i the myster:r en 

the person becomes a rigid deiinition result~ng from a rational abstraction, and The 

v10rld becomes tne tot2.li t; oi oeings to be com-prehended 1n an indi vidualis1:,ic 

subjugac.ion. From sucll a world God is ba1usheci in a schizophrenic divorce oi fai t.i 

and reason. 

Perhaps the similcxity o:t the work of l..e·?inas to t.he theology oi -che person 

developed by the Greek Fathers indicates that: Western -chough-c is finally finding a 

way back into a language that can give a mean1ngiul expression to transcendence, The 

puritv 
• J 

o:f th<::: language oi theology, a name •.1hich Levinas has not refused for 

work?~' Finding in phenomenology a means to describe the participation in the 

ene::gies of others cs the e-chical relationship of proximity, Levinas can speak o1 

transcendence Hi th a meaning that is prior to the meaning of "being's move." 

one can speak of the fraternity of persons, prior to any commonnes of genus, to 

l·{hich man is a•.1oken by the trace of the Infinite. But the question must be asked 

if a method can be borrmted like a tool, or does it not carry 1·1ith it certain 

metaphysical presuppositions?~ The phenomenolg1cal method is the epitome of Wes~ern 

philosophy's decision to consider itself a science, the very decision That Le'Jinas 

wishes to question. But to criticize Levinas on these grounds is to miss -che 

specifically ethical nature OI Levinas' Hork, =- natm·e which is shm1n in his 

clistin,:::tion between the saying and the said, restricting Levinas' discourse to the 

said and thu.s confining him to ontology whilst continuing the 'destruction oi 

transcendence.' 

A question that must be asked in a comparison of Je•.1ish and Christian thought is 

the meaning of the Incarna.tion; is not Christian thought, theology, bound to speak a 

diiferent language to any other discourse after the Incarnation of the transcendent 

GCJd into the presence or history, the event for which the Je•...rs are still \'laiting? 

The Son of God became the Son of Man, became vulnerable and helpless to the point of 

cruci:ii::::ion, the ultimate substitution, as all true lo'!e is, expecting all from those 

to whom it is given. Uniting the Divine and the human h;postatically in one person, 

the Incarnation shows the possibility of uniting ourselves to the Transcendent in a 

relationship vthich does not submerge our naTure but reveals a dynamic 'newness,' 

Henceforth theology must bear witness to a God which is both Transcendent and 

IBI!lanent. 
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Furthen.nore, cioes nm: the J e•dish preoccupac:ion 'di th signs anci prophecies shov1 

ic:self in the work of Levinas. For Levinas, Goci is only kno't~n in c:he 'trace' oi the 

Iniini tel ou~side oi ut~esence or dialogue! directing- man to resDonsibilitv iol"" -r:he 

other. !or thr.:: Fersonal God is ultimatE: In"Cerlocuter, 

does a dialo:3ical response carry 'tlith it a submerging oi one's responsibilic:y in a 

sy1nmetr ical r ela. tionshi p, as Lev1nas sugges-c.s. But perhaps -chis play on words 

suggests somec:hing more Than a ·zame? u 
NeverTheless, in that Jewish thoughc: does not 

know the revelation of the personal exis~ence of God, the mysc:ery of the Trinity, it 

can only 'di tness to thE: trace of the glory of God who passed by Hoses on -che 

mountain. 

In finding the theme of God, creation and me:.n worl;:ed ouc: by the Greek Fathers 

e:.gainst the background of their contemporary philosophical thought echoea in modern 

philosophy, we can reiterate a saying of Heidegger that 'Only w nen we turn 

thoughtfully to ~tlhat has already been thought, vlill 'de be turned to use ior \·!hat 

must still be thought.''" Both the thought oi ~he Greek Fathers and some strands of 

modern philosphy speak in a language of love and responsibility, apophac:ic theology 

or philosophy, in Levinas' sense of the Hord, oi the transcendence that &'dakens man 

from the sleep or' egoit} and calls him to responsiblity. In bearing witness to such 

life we are able to sa.y •t~ith St. lreneaus that 'the glory of God is a man fully 

alive.' 
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analogy: 'The whole world, made up of visible and invisible things, is man and 
conversely that man, made up of a body and soul, is a world.' 

'Mystagogy' chp.7,in Selected 1ilritings p196. Trns. Berthold, G. SPCK 1985. 

19) Col 1:16, Cf. J. Zizioulas 'Personhood and Being', p63 n68. 

12: Apophaticism 

1) This is suggested by J. Zizioulas, 'Truth and Communion' pp 89-92. 
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2) St. Maximus }[_yst., Praef. Quoted in Zizioulas 'Truth and Communion' p90. 

3) St. Haximus 'First Century of Theology' in the ililokalia Vol. 2, ed Palmer, G.E.H. 

4) St Isaac of Syria Homily 61 in The Ascet;;_,~al Homilies or' St' Isaac or Syria I Holy 
Transfiguration Monastery, 1984. 

5) Cf.V. H. Zhivov, 'The logoi, which are the divine foundations of created being, are 
transcendent in relation to this being, and define its natural movement' p363. 
'The Nystagogia of Maximus the Confessor and the Development of the Byzantine 
Theory of the Image', in St. Vlad i mirs Theological Quarterly Vol 31, No. 4, 1987. 
pp 349-377. 

6) J. Zizioulas, 'Truth and Communion' in Bein:z as Communion, p102. 

13: Conclusion 

U Exodus 33: 11 

2) This examination of the works of Levinas must be compared to C.Yannaras, who in 
PhilosoDhie Sans RuDture, Trns. Borrely, A., Labor et Fides, 1986, esp.pp232-6 
attempts to comprehend Levinas within the project of Heideggerian fundamental 
ontology, and thus claims that 'Consciously or unconsciously faithful to the 
rejection or to the ignorance across all the Western philosophical traditions, of 
the ontological category of energy, Levinas is inevitably led to the polarisation 
bebreen the ontic character of existence and the mysticism of the 'wholly other' 
(which is nothing else but the 'ganz Andere, the 1i/holly Other of the mystics of 
the 1lestern middle ages), a polarization absolutely correlative to the scholastic 
'adequatio rei et intellectus' p235. 

3) Cf. J.Derrida 'Violence and Metaphysics' in 'lriting and Difference. 

4) M.Heidegger Identitv and Difference p.41. 
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